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***Music CD with insert, which will have all the song lyrics Â Â Â Â Â Â  Through the magical

projection of high-vibration music, Law of Attraction Directly from Source will powerfully and playfully

immerse you in the progressive stream of thought and the highly practical wisdom of The Teachings

of Abraham. Â Â Â Â Â Â Â  Each track features Leading Edge electronically influenced music that

has been woven around the empowering and upbeat voice of Esther as she speaks for

Abrahamâ€”a Non-Physical group of highly evolved teachers. Â Â Â Â Â Â Â  So just relax and listen

quietly, or crank it all the way up as you move and groove with your own vibrational being. Either

way, prepare yourself for a sonic ride on the soothingâ€”yet soul-stirringâ€”audio stream of

Well-Being.
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I absolutely loooovvvvvveeee this CD! It's Abraham at their best, with music that puts the listener

into a total state of ALLOWING. Do not hesitate to put this one in your cart, folks. The music alone

could stand by itself, and the accompaniment of Esther/Abraham on vocals is a match made in

heaven. I've already listened to the entire CD a dozen times in three days. I could not give it a

higher endorsement...pure bliss!

This is quite possibly the coolest album I've ever owned. It takes some of the most powerful quotes

from Abraham and entwines them in cutting edge electronica. "Leading Edge Music - Leading Edge

Thought"When I first found this album I scoffed at the idea, because so often when inspirational



verse is set to music, it tends to sound like an infomercial soundtrack. But once I listened to the

samples on the Abraham-Hicks website, I was sold. This music is bold, futuristic, energizing, and at

the same time soothing and hypnotic. It's the perfect envelope for Abraham's uplifting voice, and

well suited for many different activities. I have a copy in my home, my car, and my iPod. I listen to it

while driving, exercising, working, cleaning, relaxing... just about anything.I have studied the

Teachings of Abraham for many years and while I love it, I have admittedly strayed from it a few

times. It's just so easy to become distracted with "what-is" and fall back into patterns of resistance.

But this album has given me a powerful way to stay focused, a daily dose of Abraham in a fun and

inspiring format. It keeps me on track when I might otherwise drift away and lose sight of Source.I

highly recommend this album. It's a small investment that will pay huge dividends in your vibration,

well-being, and point of attraction.

I have got to say- there is no cd in my collection that I listen to as often as I listen to this one. What

Scott Raposa was able to do with Esther and Abraham is amazing. He takes those little bits of

Abraham that you wish you could hear over and over so you'd have a chance to really absorb them,

and mixes them into the most beautiful, trance-inducing music.Let me just tell you- I listen to this cd

on my way to work and back, so instead of cursing NYC traffic, I'm focused on segment intentions

for an amazing day. I work out to the cd first thing in the morning and literally lose myself in the

music, which has lead to this weird thing of actually ENJOYING a workout. I play it on my ipod at

work and when my boss is showing me some serious contrast ;), I just let go and breath through it.I

know I'm gushing at this point, but I just have to say that ANYONE who even has a SLIGHT interest

in the teachings of Abraham NEEDS this cd. It's just that great. And I am waiting with bated breath

for the second disc.

I was expecting so much more from this CD after reading the reviews here.I'm a big fan of Esther

Hicks and Abraham, but NOT this so called soul stirring exhilarating? rendition of I don't know what.I

found it annoying and disruptive, even ,to attaining and maintaining a flowing positive frame of mind.

The music was alternating between pleasant and then disturbing and nothing different from many

other electronic jazz tracks, and the endless repeating of the same phrases by Esther(Abraham) in

and among that fast paced jazzing -just proved more annoying than something amazing (I had so

hoped!) to hear.I have listened to some wonderful, beautiful, inspiring CD's and had high hopes for

this one but was sadly disappointed. However, it seems others found what they were looking for in

this. I would just caution you that, if you can, listen to it before purchasing. It just may not be your



cup of tea either.

I am a long-time admirer of of Esther and Jerry Hicks. Their in-person events, CDs and books have

inspired me for many years. That said, this CD is their poorest product. It sounds like meeting

Esther Hicks in a disco. The heavy-beat music fights with her voice for attention. The sound effects

and distortion of her voice are extremely annoying. I found the entire CD unlistenable. The little

pamphlet enclosed with the CD is quite nice. It tells you what Esther is saying without the music and

screeching special effects.

I own many Abraham books, DVDs and CDs including the excellent Getting Into The Vortex: Guided

Meditations CD and User Guide and was expecting something along the same lines as this or

something like the brainwave electronic sounds CDs of Tom Kenyon or the brainwave music of

Jeffrey Thompson which are based on scientific studies of higher states of consciousness. For

instance, the brain states of Buddhist monks in meditation have been studied and these brainwave

CDs are programmed to induce similar brain patterns in listeners to help achieve higher states of

consciousness. These are true 'leading edge vibrational music' works.Rather than any of the above,

I was very disappointed to hear the awful music on this CD accompanied with badly blended and

repetitious excerpts from old Abraham quotes. There is no new Abraham material here, and the

music is more appropriate for a psychedelic disco club or such activities as running or driving at

speed, and I use much better works when doing those types of things. This seems like a badly done

attempt to produce something striving to become commercially popular.I personally own and like

most types of music when the setting is appropriate but I think this CD music is awful in any context

and must agree with other reviewers who find this work to be quite annoying and report getting

headaches rather than feel-good blissful enlightenment.We are each unique and have different

tastes, opinions, needs and expectations so my advice to anyone thinking of buying this would be to

first listen to samples on the Abraham-Hicks web site and see if you like it. That's what I should

have done if I'd thought about it before hand but will now return this to .
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